Supervised: LH__ SH__ OR Solo: LH__ SH__

Judge: ___________________ Trainee: ______________________
Show: ___________________ Location: ___________________
Date: ___________________

Using the scale below, circle the appropriate letter. PLEASE include constructive comments on 3, 4 and 5 using the back of this form.

If giving an E or a D, comments must be made regarding specific reason for the rating.

EXCELLENT GOOD FAIR DID NOT MEET EXPECTATIONS

1. Appearance, dress and neatness. 
   E  G  F  D

2. Self-confidence. 
   E  G  F  D

3. Handling ability. 
   E  G  F  D
   a) Presentation of cats – For last color class only.
      E  G  F  D

4. Ability to judge according to breed standards. 
   E  G  F  D

5. Sense of timing and workflow. 
   E  G  F  D

6. Thoroughness of evaluation to determine breed qualifications, condition and appearance of cats. 
   E  G  F  D

7. Was trainee receptive to constructive criticism? 
   YES____NO____

8. Was trainee prepared at the announced starting time? 
   YES____NO____

9. Do you feel trainee has the temperament necessary to withstand pressures of the ring? 
   YES____NO____

10. Was paperwork neat and accurate? 
    YES____NO____

11. Did your decisions and those of the trainee agree? 
    YES____NO____
   a) Were the areas of disagreement a concern? 
      YES____NO____
   b) Did the trainee use breed standards to justify decisions? 
      YES____NO____
   c) Did trainee penalize too severely? 
      YES____NO____

12. Would you show your cats under this trainee? 
    YES____NO____

13. Do you feel this trainee shows enough promise to continue in the program? 
    YES____NO____

14.*For the 5th supervised Color Class only:
   Does this trainee need additional supervised color classes? 
    YES____NO____
   a) If you answered YES, which breeds? ________________________

Judge’s Signature: ____________________________ Date: ____________
Mail to: ___________________________